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ABSTRACT 
In practice factorizations of a generalized inverse often arise from factorizations of 
the matrix which is to be inverted. In addition to full rank factorizations, normal fac- 
torizations, and singular value decompositions (SVD) there are other factorizations of 
particular matrices that are natural to certain problems, for instance in statistics. Answers 
to questions like “when is B-A- a generalized inverse of AB?” may thus be a computa- 
tional tool. Besides, they are of significant interest because they provide us with insights 
into the g-inversion of matrix products. 
1. NOTATION AND PRELIMINARIES 
In this note we study conditions under which the matrix product B-A- is a 
generalized inverse of A B. This section contains the notation and some preliminary 
results from the theory of generalized inversion. The main results are given in 
Section 2. 
Let M and N be linear subspaces in the n-dimensional complex space (GR. 
Then ML will denote the orthogonal complement of M in c.” (with respect 
to the usual inner product), and if M f~ N = {0}, then M @ N will denote 
the direct sum of M and N. Next, if N is a direct complement of M (i.e. 
Cc” = M 83 N), then PM,N will denote the well-defined (possibly oblique) 
projector on M along N. Notice that PM~N may be defined by PM,Nu = u 
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if u E M and PM,NU = 0 if u E N. The dimension of M will be denoted 
by dimM. Let I be the identity matrix and 0 the zero matrix of whatever size 
is appropriate to the context. For a matrix A in the space Cm,n of all complex 
m x n matrices: let A*, N(A), R(A), N,(A), and R,(A) denote, respectively, 
the conjugate transpose of A, the null space of A, the range space of A, the set of 
all direct complements of N(A), and the set of all direct complements of R(A). 
Further, let AM denote the image of M under A, i.e. AM = {Au 1 u E M}. 
Recall that R(A*)’ = N(A). 
Now let A E cC*f n, let M E NC(~), and let S E R,(A), and consider the 
following matrix equations: 
(Cl) AXA = A, (GM) XA = PM, N(A), 
(G2) XAX = X, (GS) AX = h.(A),S. 
(1.1) 
Suppose that 0 # n E { 1,2, M, S}. Then let Ar] denote the set of all those 
matrices X which satisfy equations (Gi) for all i E q. Any X E Ar] is called an n- 
inverse of A, and is also denoted by Aq. { 1}-inverses are usually called generalized 
inverses or g-inverses and are also denoted by A-. 
For the sake of clarity as well as for easier reference we mention the following 
known propositions from the theory of generalized inversion (cf. [6], see also [9]): 
Pl . 1. The { 2, M, S}-inverse of A exists uniquely. 
P1.2. Any {M}-inverse of A and likewise any {S}-inverse of A is always a 
{ 1 ]-inverse of A. Conversely, for any { 1}-inverse of A there uniquely exist an 
M E NC(~) and an S E R,(A) such that X E AIM, S}. 
P1.3. If X E AIM, S}, then XS c N(A), N(X) 2 S, and XR(A) = M. 
Furthermore, if X is the {2, M, S}-inverse of A, then N(X) = Sand R(X) = M. 
P1.4. The {2, R(A*), N(A*)}- inverse of A coincides with the Moore-Penrose 
inverse of A, which is usually denoted by At. 
P1.5. If A is of full column rank, then n/,(A) = {a?}, in which case A{S} is 
a singleton. Then in particular, Ats) = Ai2* ‘“, ‘1 and AcS)A = I. 
P1.6. If A is nonsingular, then its { 1}-inverses all coincide with its regular 
inverse, i.e., A{ 1) = (A-‘}. 
For further reading in the theory of generalized inversion, we refer, e.g., to 
the books by Ben-Israel and Greville [l] and Rao and Mitra [4]; for a geometric 
approach, to Werner [6, Chapter l] and Rao and Yanai [5]. 
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2. MAIN RESULTS 
We begin by quoting two known results, of which we shall make use in our 
main theorem. Theorem 2.1 provides us with a complete solution to the problem: 
when has AB a g-inverse of the form B (s)A(M) for some {M)-inverse of A and 
some {S}-inverse of B? 
THEOREM 2.1 (SEE [9, THEOREM 2.31). Let A E Pn, B E PP. Define 
c := AB. If M E NC(A) and S E R,(B), then the following conditions are 
equivalent: 
(i) B-A- E C(l}forsome A- E A(M) andsome B- E B(S); 
(ii) R(B) E M @I [N(A) n Sl $ [N(A) n R(B)]; 
(iii) R(A*) G Sl$ [N(B*) n Ml] ~3 [N(B*) n R(A*)]; 
(iv) B-A- E C(l}foreach A- E AIM} andforeach B- E B(S). 
Theorem 2.2 investigates the same problem in case M and S are particularly 
chosen as R(A*) and N(B*), respectively. 
THEOREM 2.2 (SEE [9, THEOREM 5.31). Let A E PVn and B E P3P. Set 
C := A B. The following conditions are then equivalent: 
(i) B-A- E C(l}forsome A- E A(R(A*)} andsome B- E B(N(B*)}; 
(ii) R(B) = [R(B) n R(A*)] @ [R(B) n N(A)]; 
(iii) N(A) = [N(A) n N(B*)J @ [N(A) n R(B)]; 
(iv) B-A- E C( l}for each A- E A(R(A*)} and each B- E B(N(B*)]. 
In the next theorem we characterize when the matrix product B-A-, irrespec- 
tive of the choice of B- and A-, is also a g-inverse of A B. 
THEOREM 2.3. Let A E P* n and B E (PP. Set C := AB. The following 
conditions are equivalent: 
(i) BIllAll] G C(l); 
(ii) for each M E N,(A) and each S E R,(B) we have R(B) Z M $ 
[N(A) n Sl @ [NW n WB)I; 
(iii) for each M E N,(A) and each S E R,(B) we have R(A*) E S’ @ 
[N(B*) n ML1 cl3 [N(B*) n R(A*)I; 
(iv) N(A) c R(B) and/orR(B) c N(A). 
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Proo$ (i) + (ii) + (iii): Follows from Theorem 2.1 on observing P1.2. 
(iv) + (ii): Assume first that N(A) C R(B). Then N(A) n 7X(B) = N(A). 
Recall that M E N,(A) if and only if M %3 N(A) = Cc”. Since trivially Z(B) c 
V, (ii) now follows. Assume next that R(B) 2 N(A). But then R(B) nN(A) = 
R(B), so that (ii) is obvious. 
(ii) + (iv): We show this implication by proving that if N(A) g R(B) and 
R(B) 9 N(A), then R(B) 9 M @ [N(A) n Sl @ [N(A) II R(B)] for some 
M E NC(~) and some S E R,(B). To this end, let N(A) g R(B) and let 
R(B) g N(A). Notice that we may assume that 
R(B) = [R(B) n N(A)1 CB W(B) n WA*)I, (2. la) 
for in case (2. la) should not be satisfied, Theorem 2.2 in conjunction with Theorem 
2.1 would already tell us that the inclusion in question cannot hold for M = 
R(A*) and S = N(B*). From (2.la) and R(B) g N(A) it then follows that 
R(B) n R(g) # (O}. Choose any vector b with 0 # b E R(B) rl RJ_A*), 
and define M := N(b*) n R(A*). Site 0 # b E R(A*), clearly dimM = 
dim R(A*) - 1. In order to provebg M @ [R(B) rl N(A)] proceed as follows. 
Suppose for a_moment that b E M @ [R(B) n N(A)]. Then b = bl + b2 for 
some bl E M and some b2 E R(B) fl N(A). Since b E R(A*), we have 
b - bl = 625 R(A*Lfl N(A). But R(A*) n N(A) = {0}, and therefore b = bl. 
Since bl E M and M C N(b*), we no,w get b*b = 0 or, equivalently, b = 0, a 
contradiction. Hence, as claimed, b $ M @ [R(B) n N(A)]. 
Next observe that we know from Theorem 2.2 that (2.la) is equivalent to 
N(A) = [NV*) n N(A)] e [R(B) n N(A)]. (2.lb) 
Since, by assumption, N(A) g R(B), (2.lb) implies N(B*) n N(A) # (0}, 
that is, there exists a vector u with 0 # u E N(B*) rl N(A). Choose any such 
vector and set u := b + u. That IJ 6 E is seen as follows. Suppose u E 5. 
Then u E N(b*), that is, b*u = 0. Recall that by construction B*u = 0. Since 
b E R(B), clearly b*u = 0, so that we obta& b*b = 0 from_b*v = 0. But then 
b = 0, a contradict@. Therefore, u @ M. For M_ := M Cl3 R(u) we have 
dim M = 1 + dim M. As we have seen above, dim M = dim R(A*) - 1. Thus 
dim M = dim R(A*), and it is clear that M E N,(A) follows in case M has only 
the origin in coFon with N(A). So let z E M n N(A). Then z = zt + )c(b + u) 
forsomezt E M andsomek E Cimplyingz-hu = z~+I~E_N(A)ITR(A*). 
But N(A) n R(A*) = {O}. Hence zt + hb = 0. Since b $ M, we have X = 0 
and zt = 0. Consequently z = 0, thus showing M fl N(A) = (0). As desired, 
therefore, M E NC(~), or equivalently, M CB N(A) = Cc”. Combining this with 
(2. lb) yields 
a? = M @ [R(B) n N(A)] CB [N(B*) n N(A)]. (2.2a) 
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Recalling u = b + u E M and u E N(B*) flN(A), it is now clear that concerning 
the decomposition (2.2a) b can only be written as 
b=(b+u)+O-u. (2.2b) 
Hence, in particular, b $i M CI3 [R(B) fl N(A)] and u $! M G3 [R(B) cl N(A)]. 
Next notice that 0 # u E R(B) + R(u) implies that u @ [R(B) + R(u)]l = 
N(B*)nN(u*). ForS := [~(u*)f~v(B*)]@?(v) wehavedimS = dimN(B*) 
and S fl R(B) = {O}. Consequently S E R,(B). It is also not difficult to see that 
u 6 S. In order to prove this suppose that u E S. Then u = u 1 +;l(b+u) for some 
ut E N(u*) fl N(B*) and some h. E @. Since ut E N(u*), u*ut = 0. Since 
u E n/(B*) and b E R(B), also u*b = 0. Therefore u*u = ku*u from which 
we get h = 1 because u # 0. But then ut + b = 0 or, equivalently, b = -u 1. 
Since b E R(B), ul E n/(B*), and R(B) nN(B*) = {0}, we now get b = 0, a 
contradiction. Therefore u +! S which in turn implies u # SW(A). Next we show 
thatSnN(A) = N(u*)nN(B*)nN(A). Clearly~(u*)n~(B*)n~(A) E Sn 
N(A). In order to see the converse inclusion, observe that b $ [R( B)KJ2(A*)]1 = 
N(B*)+N(A) 2 [Af(u*)nN(B*>]+N(A). Let y = y1 +;l(b+u) E snN(A), 
where yt E n/(u*) nN(B*) and h E Cc. Then yr +hb E N(A), since u E N(A). 
If h # 0, then b E [N(u*) fl N(B*)] + N(A), a contradiction. Hence ), = 0 and 
therefore y E Af(u*>rlN(B*)flA!(A). SoSnN(A) = N(u*)nN(B*)nN(A), 
as claimed. Then clearly S fl N(A) G N(B*) fl N(A). Now it follows from 
(2.2b) and u 6 S flN(A) that b 6 M ~3 [R(B) nN(A)] d3 [S nN(A)], although 
b E R(B). Hence R(B) g M cl3 [R(B) n n/(A)] @ [S n N(A)], and the proof 
is complete. n 
Theorem 2.3 gives rise to the following question: 
QUESTION 2.4. Suppose that the complex matrices A and B are such that 
C := AB exists; is B{l}A{l} = C{l} ifN(A) C 72.(B) and/or R(B) C N(A)? 
Unfortunately, the examples given below illustrate that this is not the case. 
EXAMPLE 2.5. Case 1. Let A* = B = (1 0). Then 
In virtue of Lemma 1.3 in [8], 
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and 
Therefore 
CIll= ((: :) la,h.ctC). 
B{l}A(l} = 
For 
we thus have G E C(l} and G q’ B( l}A( I), although N(A) C R(B). 
Case 2. Let A be as before, and let B = (0 0). Then C := AB =t 0. For 
these matrices we obtain 
BW=[(;)l,,,.@) and Clli=[(l z)la,b,c,dc(E}. 
Furthermore, 
B(UA(l1=[(; @)~u%,.C_). 
For G as in case 1 we now obtain G E C( I} and G $ B( l}A(l}, although 
R(B) C NW 
Recall, however, that we already know from Theorem 2.3 that these conditions 
are necessary for B( l}A( 1) = C(1) to hold. Below we are therefore interested in 
finding some somewhat stronger conditions on A and B under which B( l}A( 1) = 
C(l). 
THEOREM 2.6. Let A E cm,” and B E F* *. Set C := AB. Then 
B( l}A( l} = C( 1) in each ofthefoflowing cases: 
(i) A and B are both offull column rank. 
(ii) A and B are both offull row rank. 
(iii) A is nonsingular and/or B is nonsingular. 
Proo$ In any of these cases we have B( l)A( 1) E C( 1) in view of Theorem 
2.3. To complete the proof it thus suffices to show that C{ 1) 2 B( l}A( 1) is also 
true. 
Case (i): Notice that if A and B are of full column rank, so C := AB is. Let 
C- E C(l}. We know from P1.2 that C- E C{V) for some V E R,(C). P1.5 
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further tells us that in this case N(C) = V and C-C = I. Then BC-AB = 
BC-C = B, thus showing that C-A E B(1). That is, C-A = B- for some 
B- from B{l}. Since R(C) = R(AB) C R(A), there exists a 7 E R,(A) such 
that 7 C I*‘. Choose any (l)-inverse A I71 of A, and set A- := A(I). Then 
AA- = PR(A), I. Postmultiplying B- = C-A by A- thus yields B-A- = 
C-AA- = C-&Z.(A),I = C- because 7 s V = n/(C). So we arrive at 
C- = B-A-. That is, C- E B(l)A{l). 
Case (ii): If A and B are of full row rank, then A* and B* are of full column 
rank. Recalling that for any matrix D one has G E D( 1) if and only if G* E D*(l), 
the claim follows in view of(i). 
Case (iii): Assume first that A is nonsingular. Then n/(C) = N(B). By P1.6, 
A{ 1) = {A-‘). We have to show that each g-inverse C- of C can be written 
as C- = B-A-’ for some suitable g-inverse B- of B. For that purpose let 
C- E C[ 1). Then BC-AB = BC-C = B because C-C projects along N(C) 
and N(C) = b!(B). Therefore C-A = B- for some B+ E B{ 1). But then 
C- = B-A-’ E B{l)A{l) as desired. If B is nonsingular, the proof follows 
along similar lines. n 
That the above conditions are in general not necessary for C( 1) = B{ l)A{ 1) 
is demonstrated by our next example. 
EXAMPLE 2.7. Consider 
A=(: (f 0) and B=(! 8). 
Then 
C:=AB= 
By means of [8, Lemma 1.31 it is not difficult to see that 
A{l) = 
and 
Now 
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Consequently C{ I} = B{ l}A{ I], although none of the cases of Theorem 2.6 is 
fulfilled. 
As a corollary to Theorem 2.6 we directly reobtain the following well-known 
result due to R. C. Bose (see, e.g., [7, p. 821). 
COROLLARY 2.8. If S and T are nonsingular matrices and A is any matrix 
such that SAT is dejined, then 
(SAT)(l) = { T-*A-S-’ ) A- E A{l}}. 
It is also interesting to mention the following corollary: 
COROLLARY 2.9. Let A and B be complex matrices such that C := AB is 
defined. If A is offull column rank and/or B is offill row rank, then 
BIlJAIll C C(l). 
This corollary, which was first stated by C. R. Rao [3, p. 1.531 is a straightfor- 
ward consequence of our Theorem 2.3. Unfortunately, Pringle and Rayner [2, p. 
301, considering Rao’s result once more, believe that any of the rank conditions of 
Corollary 2.9 implies that B{ l}A{ I} = C{ 1). These authors even state and prove 
with their Theorem 2.16 a slight generalization of this incorrect result. Needless 
to say, their Theorem 2.16 is also incorrect; notice that case 1 of our Example 2.5 
can serve as a simple counterexample. 
The above discussion illustrates that it is certainly rather difficult to find a set of 
sufficient and necessary conditions under which B{ l}A{ 1) = (AB){ 1). It should 
be strongly emphasized that this interesting problem remains unresolved in this 
note. For recall that Theorem 2.6 provides us only with several sufficient but not 
necessary conditions. 
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